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You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know when traveling in Munich,

Bavaria, and Salzburg.In this compact guide, Rick Steves covers all the essentials of Munich,

Bavaria, and Salzburg. Admire churches in Munich&#39;s main square, Marienplatz, or visit the

world-famous HofbrÃƒÂ¤uhaus and Nymphenburg Palace. Visit Bavarian castles, and enjoy the

thrills of the Tegelberg Luge. You&#39;ll get Rick&#39;s firsthand advice on the best sights, eating,

sleeping, and nightlife, and the maps and self-guided tours will ensure you make the most of your

experience. More than just reviews and directions, a Rick Steves Snapshot guide is a tour guide in

your pocket.Rick Steves&#39; Snapshot guides consist of excerpted chapters from Rick

Steves&#39; European country guidebooks. Snapshot guides are a great choice for travelers

visiting a specific city or region, rather than multiple European destinations. These slim guides offer

all of Rick&#39;s up-to-date advice on what sights are worth your time and money. They include

good-value hotel and restaurant recommendations, with no introductory information (such as overall

trip planning, when to go, and travel practicalities).
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Rick Steves has spent 100 days every year since 1973 exploring Europe. Rick produces a public

television series (Rick Steves' Europe), a public radio show (Travel with Rick Steves), and an app

and podcast (Rick Steves Audio Europe); writes a bestselling series of guidebooks and a nationally

syndicated newspaper column; organizes guided tours that take thousands of travelers to Europe

annually; and offers an information-packed website (RickSteves.com). With the help of his



hardworking staff of 80 at Europe Through the Back Door&#151;in Edmonds, Washington, just north

of Seattle&#151;Rick's mission is to make European travel fun, affordable, and culturally broadening

for Americans.

My wife and I are presently traveling through Bavaria,Austria and Salzburg. We found Rick Steve's

Snapshot Munich highly informative, practical and a great book to carry along with you when visiting

some of so many great places he suggested. We could not agree more with this experienced

traveler's philosophy on becoming a wiser tourist without mortgaging your house in the process. We

also bought his more authoritative "Germany 2013" that, in our opinion,is more intended to be read

with more leasure rather than on the move, such as "Snapshot Munich, Bavaria & Salzburg".In

summary, Rick does it again! A book written from the perspective of a wiser tourist that we

eventually are becoming with his detailed readings and a down-to-earth view of how to have fun in

an intelligent way.

I went on a trip to Munich and took this along with me. I had always wanted to travel to Germany (I

took German in school and my father's side of the family is from Germany and Switzerland) so I had

a good idea of what I wanted to see but this book really made the whole experience much easier.

We went on the trip with a large group of people but for the most part we were left to our own

devices and allowed to travel to where we wanted. As the trip went on I found that a lot of people

were asking me where they should go and how to get to places specifically because I had looked

through this book and knew how to get to places and what the really good sights were.I also really

like the snapshot style of the book. It made it easy to read and gives a really good but quick look at

the city of Munich and the surrounding areas.I would definitely buy another of these books when I

travel out of the States again.

Amazing book that helped so much with a recent trip. Lodging, food, and sights are all easily found

and organized in this book. His personalized views allow you to take or leave many things, mostly

all great takes.

As always, Rick Steves' book was a terrific asset to our recent trips to Munich and Salzburg. We

always feel as though he's traveling right along with us and have complete confidence in all his

suggestions. He is our travel guru and we so greatly appreciate his work. Paula and Larry Nappi



This book was a great help with our travels and we're glad we bought it. We did not get to use it as

a discount for our Sound of Music tour in Salzburg though. Bob's Tours in Salzburg is not open

during the hours it advertises on the door of his business, it was closed every time we went there.

We ended up paying full price and booking through our hotel and took the Panoramic Tours instead

which worked out well.

Love the Rick Steve's books, and this is no exception. They help me to plan trips from where to go

and what to do, to places to stay and restaurants to try.Rick (or his writers!) has a great sense of

humor. I love that he recommends where NOT to go, as well as the places off the beaten path and

highlights not to miss. Thanks, Rick!

Rick Steves' books and videos are full of incredible advice for travelers - before you go and after

you get to your destination. This handy book has been an invaluable tool for planning our trip.

Rick Steves books are amazing, #1 choice for any traveling.If I could say ONE thing that would be

great : laminated map pullouts.I found a book that had one, and that combined with Rick Steves

book, was perfect.
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